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,-

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS-OF.EVENT HISTORI S

)Tilqu'gh most sociologists RrOfes an, nterest 'in; social ProesSes--

low social behavior and social systems change over me-ehis-inte ett

is seldom. reflected in sociological research. UsuaIlY adc-fdioists-

examine relationships among phenomena a 'only one point in time.#: Even

uthen temporal data are used,' such as in eXperimenli acid panel `studies,:

me paths of change. The
. .

sociologists seldo study,; dynamics- -the

focus is rather o

easured, for exa by pre- andpost-diffe ences in an

by levels at sUccessive waves panel.

To Some extent essed interests and actual reSearch diverge

ange from one equilibrium level to anothe

because,data suitable for dyamic, analysis:are scarce. But_ ,opportunities

to collect :such data are often, bypaSsed beCaUse investigators are uncei

how to utilize detailed information on change over time. We are struck

particularly bylthe'failure of social

dynamic'ally data on changes

ientists tofgather and Analyze .

in categorical va sables. W hope,to stimulate
--. _,-

interest in the collection and analysis of what, we term event.histores.

An event history records dates of event's that occur:for Rome unit of analysis.

Examples of events in lude changes in categorical variables _escribing

indiVidu ls--such as marital status, employment status, health status, and

membership in-voluntary associations -as well as those applying to social

in political regimes and outbreaks ofcollectivities--such aa change's

strikes, riots, and wars._



main goals. 'We wish

y data for the sOcio ogical study of change in
V-,

e also wish to describe in some detail a
J

the value of dynamic

4

kiAig ful a to answer

x.pOit_

noting the9wide range

data - ficludig, of

the,following s uCture.

analyzing crosS-se

empirical:analyses per

application of

nd pne--ddta

ion I begins by

ted by event-history

__g techniques far

argue

ochastic

that the use

models allows a unified treatment of

liCced to an

c.hes and. the full use of the

the ou

nation

take the position-that'eVent-history analysis

mathemaeical Model of the social process' being

the :continuous -time Markav modelstudied.. We familiar
J

introduced into soci ogy hySble an (1964). We summarize properties of

the model and its AppliFcatians fo s autco es: WI also describe

extensions of this model:to deal t4ith,population hete ogeneity and

.

time -

dependencei these extensions mak" the.'model Much more_useful-for sociological
4'

research. 'Section Lo Lludes with Outline of a maXiMparlikelihood pro--
i..-

cedure for usievent-'histo data to _Mate and test the extended model.
i

Section 11 givies an emfdrical illustration.' This involveS an elaboration

Groeneveld (1977) of the

Change in marital status.

e-analySis presented in Hannan, alma, and

effects.Of.an incoMe maintenance experiment on

To illustrate the extension dealing with population heterogeneity

the effects of experimental Treatments on rtes of_mates



marriage, Marital diss lotion and experimental attrition.

e extension dealing with time-dependence,,

treatment effects vary over

showin

abOut

at-the-es t -ima d-

_ _ 1

illustrate

report estimates of lib

the exPerimen al'PeriOd.1:141eConclUdeby

ode ot-only-ptovides-much-More-information

the process than, other procedures.more familiar to sociologists

but also fits the-data,

procedures.,

el1,7-at least as well as these alternative

ya:'iiall in HeCtiOn III'we con_ ast:dynamic analysis of event - Distort'

data with other kinds of analysis=
\

partACUlar, we compare it to cross-

sectional analysis (assuming the process is -ip agnilibriu ) event-count

analysis, and panel analysis= We find that - enevent-history data can

be obtained, the strategy and_procedures tha_

advantages over these -thr1 aitetnatives.

advocate have substantial

Obviously a paper of this' sort builds on dputOar Of intellectual

--traditions and (!)'11 contributions of previous authOrS: gur debt to

classical mathematical sociology is obvious in ou cussion of this

Model and its implications. Readers familiar with the cab al- modeling

(or structural equations) tradition.should discern its influence on ou

approach to modeling causal structure and t/me-dependence. In a ciompanion

paper (Tuma and Hannan, 1978), e, have sketched the genealogy of our

statistical approach and have-briefly reviewed -some alternativeestimat_o

strategies.



CHOICE OF A7NODEL

sgt ,Rerrnies a

e have evanalyze event historie4,

iety-of empiricalanalys S: When-we

n more options than a This iS,-

ly-in' the various dePendent variables that can be selected fro

,evecit histories Fr) example, consider how differen
4

investigators.interested

staAlity might utilize.Marital histories to Study changes it
1

Tiot4 study the probability of at least onemarital status. 'Some

ssolution-within
ir

marita
i

average

marital

me fixed period..

of marriage. _hersa

events during a fixed peri
I

the proportion

might choose

.9--

population that is

And some

married.

Others might Study the -

to study the number_- of

might analyze changOs in

Uhatiare w to 'make of the richness of Ehe information contained" in

.

`event histories? We certainly have no objection to different analysts /

cfocusingon different, aspects of a problem.

listed above are hot independent.

theinforinationcontainedinaneventA history

gained from!dsigning analyses that-4tilize

aowever,

Moreover, nlone

a =

Information in an

th4 various outcomes

of ehem'Oonveys all of
tr

laie bel eve that much

all of the"

ihfdrmaevent history,/tht is, which
(

use

sewence and timing f events.

Our solution to this pxoblem--not necess4rily-the ,only o-e --rests upon

pendeht variables listed,earlie

n the

the recognition that we can infer each of the

')

we can desc ibe each person's satus at hvery meat



cad!nq the a aiysis of various'outcomes that caft'be 'eXtracted from

Ilding model Chat describes_ege_stateof tteeategorical

time)i This strategy haw'the advantage of parsimony--
4

It also has the advantage of dealing'with the

V 4'

one model replace several-.

interdependence among the' va
. .1

iouS

.
-omen. Of course, we expect to pay

price.for such analytic Power. In partiE4 must'make some restrictive

_ .

assumptions about the proceaa generating theev

assumptions, our model may fit sample da

ecause -f these,

a less wel or any particdiat

outcome at gny arbitrary time than a model designed spedifically t account

for t.natLbdtcome. meter we have described our model and estimation-procedure,

we return to this

methodology.

A M4rkov'Kodel.

N

sue as part of anfextended empirical illustration of ou

vents

To use event:his'tori

Model the process genera

y, we must

must account

iulate an pticit

he events Because' the model

A'ated.oitategoKical variables at every moment

and` because: the events can occur 'any time, sae choose con-

tinuous time models. Exactly

in timei

-y-p, e of model should be ilsed depends

- %

ion tl subs attive.applicdtion; variety of continuous'-time models could

,,be'emploSred with the general de-th6dology wiiipopose. Here _e oftcentrate

n one type of

begins by brief -ly

finite-state, conti-uous-time'Markov model.

/ - '3

actin the formal assumptions of -this model.
,



k . I

Let Y(t) be a r andomyarieble,denoting the state

..occupied by a mamba r o'geueous poklation at time t.

of .the

_possible value4 of Y(t) 4 tailed "-the tare -p e 9f: _.e_process; this is

categorical variabl-
.

The-Set of ail

assumed to befi ite. Let. p
jk

01,0 represent the

state j at time u is in state k at time t, u <
' 6

N

p

robability, that someone

Amob[t(t ) = kIY(u) s j]

denotethe- atrix%ofIghes ansition probabilities

(1)

k
, 01. For example suppose that j -,k .--' 2 = married; then

stands for th probability that those ratri4d time u arealsi)

.w., 1

.
Next define as 'instantandous'rate of -ransition from

j-
,

stadte k at time t. e transition date is the limit,

he, probability, of a,change,Jrom j to k between

t and t +At, per unit of time:
4

lim
AtO

The rate of leaving state at time t,

r

(t,t+At

At ,

s follows:

4

By'the Markov assUmption, the Chapmari-Kolmogorov identity holds:I

(4)



- Gi:7en this, art the usual additionalrassumptions e.g., continuity,t

4Obabll-tle-rnging-between and 1, etc. , it can then :'be shown that

dF(u,t)
dt

where R i .a matrix in which the j-loth off.diagcinal element ie the tr s .t.ion

rate, and the. thp
onal element is the negative of the Late of.

In the time- independent case, i.e., R(t0 = R, equation

u,t)R 5)

leaving,

(5) has the solution:

where .a atrix raised. to the zero peWer is defined to equal the ident

matrix I (so R0

y

The-first task in using suah a model is specification of the4tate

spaceji:e., the exhaustive and mut&ally exclusive set of Screte values

,

of Y(t) .= For example, in our analysis of the effects of inceMe maintenance

treatments on marital stability (see Section lI below), the relevant states.

of Y(t) are.l (= not-married), 2 e. married), ARd 3 (.attri ed). State 3

includes those who refuse to Articipate in the study:cannot be located,

die on emigrate outside the continental U.S. '!4ttrited" is an absorbing

state; it cannot he'left. Thus' R has the form:

6

10

(7)



Although the elements af F(u, canno.t be written as explicit functions of

the transition rates a generalJnatril R,.thp can b done -en R'has.the

5
form in (7). In particular, it can

k+

shown that V(u,t) has the elements:

-u

p. k(u,

F 1
u,t

u t

where or.2,

r
'k

1 + [r .1+X
1

Xl-A2

= p32(u,t ) =,0

and

X
1
(t-u

(12)

(13)

(14)

The explicit inclusiot'of attrition as a state is an important feature of our

application of a Markov-modeI. All tog frequently investigators with temporal data

only analyze the fraction.of the original sa ple'that has not attrited by

the, Of some later measurement. This procedure implicitly

assumes that attrition -has no impact on the assessment of the effects



r

causal. variables.. 5Y explicitly including attrition as a..s ate -we avoid

this 'highly dubious asaumption. Howev it
,
i$ still necessary to assume

,.

that the same model applies both to =t iostt who at rite and to-tnose who,

d wt. 'This assk-ption-could
K

without a follow -up study of

attrite.

inogrTect, but'cannot 'be tested

al status changes of those who

The inclusion-of attrition as a statecomplicates considerably b

the derivation of equations and our discussion; For this reason, part8

of our discussion are based on the twos tate model which there is no

attrition:

Then we obtain

t

for = 1, 2 and

p..
JJ

Implications _of the Model

We claimed earlier that use of such a continuous-time stochastic model

. 16 s us' derive implications atout a-variety of observable variables. ,In

this section show this by discussinga number Of. well-knOwn results

about -Markov models.

Time between Transiti=ons. ely knoWthat for a:la Icov model

4the length time between transition has an exponential d stribution whose

p ramoLer'depends on the tram ition rates (see, Brei an, 1969,, Ch. 7

(15)

lE0



In particul ar, let F(t1u)-represent the probability

statejbeforetime_t,-giveristatejisoccuptedattimeu.F.(c u) is

usually called the cumulative probability distribution, function,

10

transition from

simply

the probability di-stributiOn function. We can show that for models in,

which R(t)

-(t-u

lu) 1-e

Later we use the definition that

G(t1u) = 1 - F.(tju)

G.(tlu ).is often called the Survivor function becadse it gives the

probability that a unit in state j at time u remains, or survives) in

state j until time t. For models in which R(t)

e

-u)r.

= e

-(t-
k

This says, for example, that the probability that a marriage existing

at time u survives until a later time t declines exponentially as-the

length of the interval (t-u) increases. This monotonic decline occurs

because it becomes increasingly likely as time t increases that either

the marriage breaks up or the couple drops from the experiment.

We also uSe the probability density function:

tlu

dF.

dt

- d(3 (t

dt

(17)

(18)

(20)



It can be shown that in,ggneral

= r . (t
J

For the.part- 'cu1ar.ca Se in Which R(t

constant over time,

=
r.

= 'han _is t_

c-u ) r,
j

11

(21)

rdasitiOv rates are

The probability of a change from state j to some other state between t and
6

)dt. Equation (22) sho%js that(t'+ dt) is apprpximately equal to f.

this probability, initially (i.e. at (t-u) = 0 ) equals r, and declines

(22)

exponentially as the length of the interval (t-u) increases. In other words,

the probability of leaving a state varies over time even when transition rates

are constant. This is one of the main advantages of modeling social processes,

in terms of transition rates rather than probabilities of chan

The average duration of state pccupancies (e.g., expected duration of

marriages and of the in.tervai s between marriages) when,R(t) = R Ifs easily

shown to be

E (t -u

where u and t denote the times of entry and exit, respectively, from state

Given that a.change occurs at time t,
jk j

fs t conditional probabi-

lity that k is the destination. Thus, with this model-, we can account for

both the probability of at least one change within any specified time

interval and the conditional probability that a change- involves4wvement

into some specified state.
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State probabilities: We can also use the model to find the unconditional

probability of being in any specified state at any point in time (e.g., the

probability of being married at any specified time). Let pk(t) denote the

unconditional probability of being in state k at time t, and represent a

row vector giving the probability distribution among the states at time t.

It is easy to see that

or

m.R(u) P (u,t)

t)

Usually we are interested in p(t) when p_(u) = p(0), the distribution at

the start of the procesa)

For -simplicity we begin by considering the two -Mate __der, e.g.,

for the study of marital stability when there is no attrition. Inserting

equation (16) into (24), we obtain:

pl

12
[1_ e

4r
21

(25

(26)



As finis t becomes very large,:

value:

Se

P1 = r /(r 4-r2_
21 12 1) P2(

roach

1

13

stcad,z-state for cruilibriu

,Ar

_)- So p.(t) is-a weighted average
1

of the initial proportion in Mate j and the steady - state` probability in state j

The weight given to p.(0) declines exponentially over time, while the weight given

to the steady-state propo tion in at ate j increases over time until it reaches one.

---

For the three -state model, e.g., for the study or marital-stability when therE

attrition, we find (by substituting equations (8 ) through (12) into (24)) that

P ( )

I -p

\ -t
1-

- e
1

((r_4-A
.1
)(1-p

P3(t) 1

13p1(0)

rppl(0))

where A
1 2
and A_ are given by (13) and (14), respectively. It is important

to emphasize that ri = r13, and that A_ and A
r21 3 1 A2

end on r
1

and Thus, each of the above equations-depends on the

attrition rates, r a

(29)

(30)



Expected number of events. Finally, we can-derive relationships between the

fundamental parameters of the model and the expected number of events that occur in

any inter=val of time. This. requires extension of the ordinary Poisson model of the

number of events in a time interval, since the Poisson model assumes,that Only

one kind of event can occur. Let n
jk

(0,t) denote the number of changes

to state k between times 0 and t when state j Is.occupied at time 0,

For example, n2 (0,t) stands for ,the number of marriages formed

before t Lor a person who 4s married at time 0.- It can be shown that

for-the two -state model (when there is no attrition

where

E [n
j

(Q ,t)]
j

E [n (0jk

=

and

E[n.. (0,c)

r__ _ t
12-21

r
12 21

12 21
c

2 ,21
r r rjk -t ±r _

+r_
1? 21

For he three-state model we find that:

E[ t)]'
J3

1,2 and jk.

r r +r _ r +r
k k3 j3

-1

A. t

1 7

(31)

(32)

(35
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if14 point we yish emphasize is that these divers'e observable measures'

on event histories are all explicit fun ions.of the rates that:. define the

Markel). model. It is not necessary that'each of these relationships be

estimated separately. Any one of tjaJelv provides an approach to estimation.

Once the,rates have 'been estimated-, the remaining quantities can be caleuilated

.
_

Using these functions, The eMpirical analysis in Section II below uses these

in evalUating the fit our model.

Two Extensions of the Model

Markov models have been used quite often.by sociologists in the past

,enty years or so. In the simple form discussed above, these models have

invariably failed to fit the data. Sociologistst efforts to increase realism

and improve fit have condentrateci on modification of two assumptions of the

simple Markov Model;

constant transition rates,- Instead, f011owing Coleman, (1964; 1973) and Tuma

(1976), we-may assUme that the same,

of .units with iden values on a set of observd"b1e, exogenous variables.

In other words, e may relationships bet T e n observable variables,

,/

denoted by X, and the rates of change in categorical Variables The main

teat rates only govern the bIllavier

sociological interest in most analyses of event histories lieS in testing.



hypotheses concerning the affepts ogenous variables op rates.' For

16

example, Th analyses'cA marital hiStories produced by the income maintenance

lyxperiments we concentrate eating hypotheses about effects of experimental

treatments on rate of mar aI dissolution apd remarriage.

To introduce slich -.cauSal elat?onships, we must state an'explicit

(7,

dependence of the unobs viable ,rats on, the observable v _ abler.

In our empir cal analysis, we assume a- log-lineaA yelatio

transition tateand'X:

for all j and k
jk. 3

hip between each

where e rep eseats a vector'of .parameters to be estimated.jk The log

linear relationship constrains r
jk to.be positive for each individual,

wh tever the value of X, in accord with equation

fits data better than a linear relationship. We also assume that r. ,is

36)

we. ,find that it ._usually

finite for j'and k and for all individuals.

Time-de endence. we have assumed to this point that the rates

are constant over time. Sociologists are accustomed, to thinking about

population heterogeneity (i:e.i causal relationships),but have not devoted

much attention to-issues involving time-dependence of effects,. i.e., the

manner in which causal relationships change over tine. However, sometimes theory

indicatesthat rates of change are some specific function of time. For example,



A
Sorensen ,(1975) has argued that rates --at laavin

17

_ job are exponentially

declining functiod of laborfOrce experience While:-

specs fled d model in which rates o,f job leaving are second
-N.

4(1976) has

polynomialt in duration io,the

may be acc

Sometimes, we

Such parametric

egy we discuss withou

forms of

t difficulty.

time-depe,ndnc_

have anya. p iori hypothesis concerning time-

dependence. In an ekperim'ent, we might expect that transition rateS during
10-

an inia1 adjustmen p d 'differ froth rates later on, but' be unsure whether

init ates should be larger or Smaller than later rates. 1114 these circum-

stances we can define a set of time pettiodrs and allow t/ne effects of exp

mental variables to vary,freely, from .netiod ito period" while remaining co_stant

wi each period. situatkan Che time pjriods ma
4,14'

arbitrary, a

disadvantage of this approach.' However, in other sitUations, we. ay have some

idea about points on the time axis when eat-b _y change in some ay-. For

example, rates collective, violence may change when there is a change in

the political regime or during periods of warfare.

athematically stated, a model in which rates vary from one time-period

to anotlher is:
A

in = e. z T < t < T
p kp-p p -1 - p (37)

,
----,

. where r
P

is the TaSt moment In p = (1 is the ar ing time, Z is
-1)

affectdng the rate in Oeriod'p, and e, is
--jkp

a ve

a vector

,10

exogenous va.riabl es

parameters giving effects on(r.
jkp

the use of a model similar to this one belhw.

in period p. We illustrate



J.

becoMe qusite famili reent years have -m

est mat ion equation ilAdentical'th-----Tttte, el-. Bu-
ie. - ' t-, 'l

teA

ode ithwhich socpoloo'giks'have

common the,view that the

his r
i not necessarily ,

the case.,' The equat ons reratine,obsdrvahtd 'outcomes (e average duration,

events 'etc.) to the rates arell .possible candidates fortenumber

C

estimation

complexi'ty.

quations, but they are not equally_ promising because of their

if\ .

uilding upon fthe work of Brtholom

form maximuri likelihood At

rates) using data on the dae6s

(f957) and Albert (1962), we

_,cts onof rate (and ofdausal,

and kind of events. 'Xhis aproach Offers a

7 4 fi .

umber of advantages in the present circumstanc es._ First,'% maximum likelihood

-amators have good, lailgesample properties under fairly general conditions.

,Second, maximum likelihood estimators retain their good propertieg under any

mpnotonic tranoformation. Thus, one can use maximum likelihood estima rs of
1

rates to form maximum likelihood estimators for expected durations and

other rnbnotonic functions of sates. Third, maximum likelihood procedu

permit a satisfactory solution of what iS called the censorin problem Data in

which the observation period is too Short,to record a change for every case

a

are said to be censored, and errors of inference lre likely if appropriate

measures for dealing with censoring areA.nbt adopted (Tuma-and Hannan, 1978).

Assuming independent observations' on the N different cases (units) eink
, -

analyzed; ae can write a likelihood functioh that,uses all inforrmation in

event histories-namely, the number, timing, and sequence of events- This

21



infarmation giant be re

v

resented by the-following kinds of variables;
.

.

w ,....(a dummy variable that equals unity-,if -case i's .,.event occurs in he
II

mi A
l

'61
. v

l ';'

obServation'period), t-: (the time of case is m event if w = ill andmi mi'

ithe time that case is'llast- obsd4ved if w
mi

.= 0), and v
mii (a dummy variable

\

19

that is unity if case i's m
th

event is cbserVe drid consists of a change to

state -and otherwTse.equars zero) We detine t to be the start of the

4e yeti eriod on case i and y
Oji

to equal unity state -..j is occupied

'...--By i at t
0i and otherwise zero.: Note that 7 'equals, ,totalotal number

,,, i'

=

of events observed to occur to case i, while the 't
m

's are -the times that

,these events occur and the
m '4 indicat sequence of events.

simplicity we begin with the k lfYlrood equation that uses informa-

ion on the first event only= 16

G.

wher N is the number of cases, n is the number of states, and the subscript

on variables (namely, w
mi and X.) has been suppressed for

clarity. The first term [in square brackets], the survivor function, gives
the probability that the first event has not occurred by time t

1
( see equation

(LS)). Since any number raised to the zero
th

power equals unity, the firs

term differs from nnixy only for those cases that have not had a first event

=
) and are in state j at time tm

probability density that (he first event

1) The second term is the

occurs t time t, see equation (20

22



This term differs from. unity only for t6- cases that _aye had at least`

a : '20

= 1) and are in state j at time = 1). the third

e probability that the fifSt event consists of a move to state k, given that state

left_ see equation 06 ). This terms differs. from unity only for these cases th

havehad at least one event (w
1 -= 1), that are in state j at time = 1),

,

and whost fifst event consists of a move to state k (v
lk

._1).

Equation (38) 4an be written more simply apbstituting

and, by then collecting

N

T-1

i

When R t = R, so that

[r .

ik
k=1

into (38)

w
V Vl Oj lk

19) holds., we, can simplify this still more:

N n-

= E E

i=1 j=1

n n

E E

j=1 k=1

w_v
1 Oj lk

lk

Note that the term in curly brackets in (40) above does not depend on r4Lf

where j' j and k' = k. Therefore, the maimum likelihood estimates

of a given
.3k

--or of the effects of causal variables on r
jk

as in (36)

4L n be obtained by maximizing the term in curly, brackets for that particular

j and k. This fact is quite important in practice. It means that we can

estimate selected transition rates without having data on all kinds of

transitions. To estimate r. we need data only on the imes of all first
ik

2 3

(39)



( events
1
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-Ases originally in state j,
Oj

= 1) and on the outcome

this event (the value of v_
lk

). This means -we can concentrate data

collection and analysis on Uh-its originally in states of par icualar theoretical

interest and can ignore events occuring to, other unitsunless we wish tc

model or predict the overall evolution of the entire process.

Equations (38) through (40) can be generalized in a straightfbrward

way tth e situation in which data on all Observed events (and not just the

first) are used in the estimation procedure. We give the equations corresponding

to (38- ) and (40) only, leaving Jle intermediary equation to be supplied

by the interested reader:

H H 0.

1 =1 M=1 j=1

1

wmV___

(1-w

When R(t).,--= R, this simplifies

n

j=1 k=1 7'"-L

V
-1,1

Maximum likelihOod estimators of the parameters

-,(or its logarithm) .
7

The optimal aSympto

estimators jconsistency, asymptotic normality
0

Fr
V

(41)

to found by maxwimizing

properties of maximum likelihood

are well-known (e.g., see Dhrvmes,

1970)_ .There is also evidence (Dina and Hannan, 1978) that the properties

24



of the estimators obtained from (40) remain quite good even in small samples

and with a high degree of censoring (i.e., the mean of number of events is low

A likelihpod.ralio test can be used to test nested models. Let

the likelihood ,for ,a model Q with q+s estimated parameters and be the

'likelihood for the nested model w that has s parameters constrained (usually

to equal zero) and q-parameters estimated. The likelihood ratio A is defined

to equal Max (Z_ ). _symptotioally in X has a chi-square

distribiition with q degrees of freedom, permitting us to test the fit of

the model w relative to the model Q. Furthermore, it is possible to perform

tests 'on the coefficients of individual variables using the estimated

covariance matrix of the parameters (the inverse of the matrix of second

derivatives of the natural logarithm of with respect to the paramete

The square root of the variance of a parameter gives i timated standard

error, which can then be used in a standard fas lion to calculate 4

t-statistic (or F-ratio) that to

valued n the null 11' pothesin.

qhether the parameteii differs from its



-II 'AN APPLICATION

To illustrate the1models and methods discussed abov,p we apply theme

to data n white women during the first two years of the Seattle and Denver

IncoM- Maintenance Experiments (SLME /DIME). We combine data from Seattle

and nelver.

havediscussed

.variables; and so

experimental 'design, nature. of the sampli definItions

(Hannan, Tuma and Groeneveld,for ear).

1976, 1977). Here we u similar data that cover a period of 24 months

rather than 18. We focus on estimating the effects of the three levels

of.A.noome support (or guaranTee) levels and _he length of the treatment.(3 or

'years). Bacause the design involved Stratif_ - random assignment to treatments, we

include a number of erimental variables in the models= dummy

variables representing 6 normal income categories a site dumpy (1Denve-

a dummy variable' for previous AFDC experienc0, number of children, a dummy

variable for having any children under six, the woman's age, her wage rate,

and her years of schooling.

Though other causal variables, as well as the experimental treatments,

may have different err t,,3 on
44

events in different time periods, we

are primarily interested in the time-dependence of treatment effects.
'

There are a variety of reasons or expecting the effeCts of experimental

trey 0tints co vary -ver the experimental period. Reasons for treatEieftt

effects to be smaller initially than later on include the possibility that

subjects do not fully understand the treatments initially and that.4hey may

need to search for an opportunity to change state (e.

partner). Reasons for treatments effects

o find a ma] i,tal

larger initially tharr-lairer
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on include the possibility that the treatments become less salient as the

end of the experiment approaches and the possibility that the treatments

.improve opportunities for a change- for some fraction on the verge pf._changing

marital status before the experiment. Indirect treatment effeCts (e.g:.effects

of treatments'on.work behavior, which in turn affect marital-status) also
p

can cause treatment effects to vary over time, but.it cannot be predicted

a prior whether indirect effects enhance or dampen the initial'response.

.4

inability to predict the shape of the pattern of time variation- is, of course,
=

the reason for Subdividing the observation period'and.letting rates.

vary from one period to another.

In time-dependent models-we began by using four time periods with

end Oqtnts of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 years after the start of the experiment.

These represented a compro ise between two conflicting goals. First, we

wished to have the number of observed events per period be large so that

the standard errors of parameters would be' comparatively small. Second,

we wished to have a large number' f. time periods so that we could detect

the shape of the pattern of time-variation (which according to our reasoning

might decrease over time, rise over time, and then decrease, etc.

To improVe efficiency of the estimation of effects still further,

we estimated an equation that allowed treatment effects, but not the effects

. of other. causal variables, to vary over time. This model can be-represented

as follows:

In r
jkp

X 0 Z
,J k? p-1

(43)

where N s the vector of other causal variables, Z is a vector of experi-
.

mental treatment variables, and p refers to one of P periods.
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Ilk and each e contain a constant term; however, for each transition

to k, only :P of these P ± 1 constants can be identified. Therefore .to

actielnrixteuLi capion we
9

rbi-trarily onitrain-one -oE'them to be zero.

The P constants permit I-he rate of-'the control group to vary from one time

period to another; even though -the effects of other causal va

may not.
10

The method of 'maximum likelihood can be used to 4stimate cpareeters in

equation (43). The likelihood equation resembles (39) except that there is

a different expression for the survivor- function and each transition rate had

an additional subscript p

(For Bails,

to indicate the time period to which it applies.

the.Appendix.) In other respects procedures for estimating

and testing the model and effects Of individual variables are the same as for

a model with transition rates that-are constant over time.

Resifts of the estimation could.be reported many different ways.

Because the effect of a variable on the rate itself is of more interest

than the effect on the log of the rate, we report the antilog of estimates

The antilog indicates the multiiplier of the rate or a unit increase in

a variable.. F-- dummy variables, which.we use to represent experimental

treatments,- the antilog of the coefficient of the variable is the ratio.

of the rate for those whose value on the dummy variable is unity to 1,?

rate fo those.in the omitted category. For example, if for some

experimental treatment, where e is the coefficient of the dummy

variable representing, the experimental treatment, then the rate for those

on the treatment is twice the rate for those in the control group. The

28



percentage change in the rate for an experimental treatment relative -to

the rate for those in the control group is just 100( 8-1). Thus,

percent& e-change-in the 'rata for. this treatment_relative

to the rate for the control group is 100%,

Results for Time-independent Models

26

Table 1 gives the results for time- independent models of rates of marital

status change and attrition. We have discussed similar results and their

interpretation at length elsewhere (Hannan, Tuma and Groeneveld, 1977;

Groeneveld and Hannan, 1976).
11

Here we comment briefly, oncentrating onTuma,

the effects of the. support levels.

Table 1 about here

All four models significantly (.001 level) improve upon a constant rate

model. The set of experimental' treatments significantly improves upon a

model that includes only the other causal variables in the case of the marital

dissolution rate (.001 level), the attrition- rate of arried -omen (.10 level)

and the attrition-rate of unmarried women (.05 level), but not in the case of

the remarriage rate.

Women in each support -_oup have higher marital dissolution rates than

comparable (in terms of'-alueS of other causal variables) women in thecontrol

group. Effects of the support levels are large (ranging from a 57 to 129 perOent

increase in_ the rate relative to comparablecontrols).and statistically

significant at the .01,1'Vel, except' for the highest support.

As expected, attrition rates of these with a financial treatment are

lower than those of comparable controls' except in the case of married women

on the low support. However, there is no clear pattern to the effects of the
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different support level4 on attrition, and none of the individUal cOeffiCients

is significant.

P

Results for the Time- defendent Models

We have estimated time-dependent (four- period) models of rates of

dissolution, remarriage and attrition. See Tu a, Hannan and Groeneveld (1977)
)

for a more detailed discussion. The results of thede analyses indicated that
)

experimental effe6ts on attrition rates did not significantly vary over time

or in'any patterned way. Experiffiental, effects on the remarriage rate were

significant at the .10 level, but there was no particular pattern to thede

effects, suggddting that they resulted from chance alone. On the other hand,

experimental effects on the dissolution rate had-a striking pattern. So.

wefocns on these.

Table 2 shows results on the experimental effects on the disdolution

rate when the total Observation period (24 months) is treated as a single

period, four six-month periods, and two periods (the first six months and

the remaining eighteen months). In all three models the set of experimental

treatmentsSignificantly improves upon a model that contains only the other

causal variables.

e 2 about here

Support level effects over the four periods are plotted in Figure 1. The plot

shows that all-three supportlevelS produce an exceptionally large increase in

the marital dissolution rate during the first halfyear of the experiment.'

Except for the $5600 support level in the second-half-year, effects of the

support levels in periods two through four are positive and show no clear

,-,pattern of variation over time. This suggests that the support levels

30
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have transitory effects -on dissOlutipn rates of white women that subside

after six months, but (2) they also have nontransitory positive effects on

the dissolution rate. hrthermore the effects of each support level in they

first six-month periods relative to .ita effect in each subsequent perio

abOut the same for all three suppSrt levels. Although. there is a clear

.pattern of time-varying effeqts, the,four-period model does not significantly,

improve upon the one-period model.

- Figure 1 -out _e-

With these findings in mind, we estimated a two - period model in which

the first half-year is distinguished from the rest pf the experimental period.

Relative rates across support laVela were constrained to be equal in the

two periods (see ,Table 2), but their rate relative to controls was allowed

to vary from one period to the her. Treatment effects in this model

significantly (.05 level) vary over tdme, according to both the likelihood

ratio test and the F test on a dummy variable for an effect of financial

eatMents in the first half-year

The estimates for the two-period model (Table indicate that the

effect of each support level is 2.32 times as large in the first half-

year as it is thereafter. used on our prior a guments,.this sugges

that the treatments immediately changed the.00rtunities of some respondents

of the vergd of dissolving their a _iage. But the treatments also seem

to have changed the long-range opportunity iueture. The effects of the

support levels during the 0.5 to2.0 year period are pogitive and sig-
'

nificant (except for the $5600 support), IhOngh 14 to 15 percent lower
'
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than in the results for the time- independent model. -Sin

'29

the long-range

impact of income maintenance program should not depend an transitory

effects on rates duting an initial .adjustment period, the effects of the

t -; 0- -period-should--provide-more-re-liable

estimates of.the-ultimate effects of income maintenance than estimates based

on the one-period model.

HoW Well Does th Model Fit?

Markow'models have a reputation for fitting data poorly. But our

extensions of the Markov model should have e_ped to improve the ability

of the model to it the data. $a far we have used likelihood ratio tests
.

to assess the relative fit of a series:of nested models. We hava'learned

that some models do not imrove upon others. Here we look at the

absolute fit of the yodel and compare it to a common alternative.

Three main qUestions are involved in assessing our dynamic model:

(1) To what extent do predictions based on our model differ' systematically

from observed 'values? (2) If there are systematic differences, are these

related to the experimental treatments and so causing us to make

erroneous inferences about experimental effects on a particular outcome?

(3) As compared to approaches that seek to minimize prediction errors

for a single observable variable, how well does our model explain sample.

variation in -outcomes related Ito marital stability?

answering these questions we consider three kinds of outcomes:.

e
the probability of being in a given =ate (e.g., single) at apy moment, the

expected number of marriages and marital dissolutions in any giventime

interval, and the probability of leaVing the original marital status in

some time period. Our model implies that .each of these is a function of

marriage, disssolution, and attrition rates as indicated in Section 1.

rf,

32
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Thus we can use a woman's values .of treatments, and other causal variables

and'the estimated effects of these variables to predict her rates of marri-
----

ge, marital dissolution, and attrition, and then her values of

outcomes listed above. We chose to consider these outcomes t two

drbi rary,timeS: one and two years after the start of the experiment.

For each woman ,used in our analysis of transition rates, we- retrieved her

'observer` values on the outcome lifted in Table 3 =' These variables were -not

directly used in estimating transition gates, of course, they are not independent

of those data either which is the reason for having 4 .single model.
r.

also

predicted' each woman's values on these outcomes using the estimated effects

from the one - period models of remarriage and attrition and the two-period model

marital dissolution (see Tables 1 and 2).

Table 3 about here

e

To detect systeMatic differences between predictions.and observed values

we report the mean residUal for each outcome, i.e., the mean difference between

observed and predicted variables. We also report the observed mean of each

outcome because the relative size of a systemAtic difference is -,of some interest

too. With predictions froM a:Iinear regression model, the mean residual would

be Zero. This need not be the case with prediction's from our model. The re=

sults in Table 3 show that the mean residuals for our predictions. are usually

small b h in absolute t- (the largest is .02) and in relative terms. There

is little indication of any overall, pattern to these differences, except for

the last four dummy variables, which have consistently positive mean residuals.

It is well-known that-no change in status has tended to be underpredicted-in

sociological applicatiohs'of Markov models (e.g., see Blumen et al., 1955).

Our introduction of populatioi heterogeneity has made this:a,comparatively

mall problem, but it has not erased it entirely.



Small mean4residuals could hide systematic'diffe enceS associated with

di_ffdifferent treatments,'which is clearly undesirable if contrOl-financial

differences on an outcome are of interns To answer the second question, we

per-formed one-way ANOVA on the residuals for each outcome. Treatment

differences-in-the residuals never even -approached statistical significance.

:

(The Smallest prob-value was greater than '.50.)

addressing the third. question, we focus on a single, common inexpensive

alternative -- linear regression analysis. We regressed each observed outcome

on the prediction from our model; we also regressed each of the fourteen outcomes
o

on initial marital status, treatments, and other causal variables used in Our

4

analysis of the transition rates. For both our Model and the regression model

we report R2 the square of the correlation between the observed and predicted

variables. Since we expected a poorer fit from our model than from one designed

to minimize errors, we-were sur sed'to find that for ten of the fourteen

outcomes our model explains more of the sample variation than does linear

regression analysis. Moreover, the advantage of our model in these ten cases
4

tends to be larger than the advantage of linear regression in the other four.

Though we have considered the predictions of our model for several outcomes

at two arbitrary times, we have net yet seen how well it predicts the time

path of these outcomes-. ComputatiOnaD expense has forced us to examine the time

,path of only one outcome. We selectedthe proportion who are unmarried at time

t, conditional-on having not attriied by time t. We chose this because it is

similar to'the most important policy outcome, because it should reveal whether

'experimental effects are confined to an initial, brief adjuitment period 'and

because it depends about equally on our estimates of marriage, dissolution, and

attrition rates. This choice provides a seve e test of our method because

it uses estimates of all four rates cf change

3 4

12' 1713'
r ).
-23
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Figure 2 gives obse ed and predidted curves for this outcome by

support level. POints on the observed curve are given by N (t ) /(1 -N (t))

where
N1.

1j- 3j

and N
3j
_(t)

.

are the number in treatment -ime-t who ere':

nmerried-and attrited ectively., 'Points-oh-the:preditted_tu

are calculated as

where N.

and p3ii

e

1 ,

p
lji

(t [14_
(44)

j
(0) -I- N

2j
(the initial number in treatment j), and

1ji

are calculated for each woman i enrolled on treatment j using

equations (28) and (30), respectively. Predictioni are based on the one-

period models of remarriage and attrition and on the:two-period model:of

dissolution; they assume each woman hasher assigned treatment.

Figure 2 about here:,.

begin by Considering the observed (squiggly) curves. First, 'note
.

that the proportion of unmarried women at the start of the experiment

differs greatly from one treatment to another. These initial differences

result from the use of a stratified random design in which marital status

was a-stratifiication variable. Unmarried ,women were more likely to be

assigned to treatments with a lower support level. Because of this, a

comparision of "post test" levels is clearly inappropriate.

Next, notice that the observed curve for the control group is relatively

flat, suggesting that there are no important "natural" time trends (due

to aging,.secularthange, On the other hand, the observed curves



for the three support levels show noticeable increases in e -conditional

ofproportionof unMarried Women aftee two years (+.039 for-the low support,

+.044 for the mediuM support and +.03l for -the high support versus

+.009 for the'cofhtrol group). Furthermore, the coroportion'of unmarried

women,among those on the financial treatments yisesfairly steadily

throughout the two-year period. This upward trend is, quite apparent .A3

the -dm./ and medium supports. It is less certain for the high support, which has

the fewest subjects and the, most extreme fluctuations abou: any overall

time trend. There is little evidence that the proportion of unmarried women

among those oh financial treatments has reached a plateau within the first two

years of the experiment, as we would expect if an equilibrium was reached during

this period.: This suggests that dynamic analysis is re lly needed to assess

experimental effects accurately. We elaborate on this inspection III.

.
Now' let us consider the fit betwera the (smooth) curves' predicted by

our model and the actual (squiggly) curves. We rely on visual inspection

to compare the'two sets of curves. On the whole,the fit is quite good
a

except for the high support group, hips, the actual curve is noticeably

below.the predicted curve. Because only 240 women are in,the high support

groUp, a change in,status of a very'few women makes a substantial. difference

in the observed curve. Hence the deviations for this gr e: -less

woreisome than they would be for a lame group like the controls,(N847

Out scrutiny .of the implications ofour model for various outcomes

at arbitrary times has revealed no major disadvantagis and even some

small advantages. The model's primary advantage is, of course, its

ability to predict the time path of a variety of interdependent outcomes

F
reasonably well.



III COMP ARISON WITH OTHER APPROACHEAPPROACHES
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We return finally to Aissue raised at the outset: the advantages of

- event - history analysis, relative to other-approaches, We continue to assume

throughout this discussion that events are generated- by a Markov process

whose transition rates are log- linear functions of exogenous variables (36).
-N

Obviously any comparison of alternative approaches depends on the

assumptions about the process.. generating events. Following Coleman's

(1964, 1966) work, nonetheless, we wish to Challenge the- still

widespread view that. substantive assumptions ought to be dictated by the

form in which.the data are collected. That is, do not believe thatwe

sociologists ought to'dhange their assumptions about theAnderlying process-
)

(their model, in our terminology) when they shift from analyzing panel- data,

say, to analyzing cross - sections or eventhistories. In our view, a major

advantage of -formulating probleMs in terms of dynamic stochastic models is

that we can use difgerent'data structures to estimates parameters of the

same model. This provides

procedures.

Way of unifying a variety of data analytic

We begin wi h an extended discussion of fsrosS-sectional adalysis because
e.

this has been--and will Undoubtedly continue to be-the mainstay of sociological

research. .We then rest event-history analySis with two othe'r strategies

that use temporal data: event- count analysis and panel analysis Our

discussion of eadh is b ef. To the best of our knowledge, event-count

analysis:has not yet'been developed (let alone applied) except for the most

elementary kind of Markov model (a -on model), -,our c on

_

intended to encourage the developmene of this apr,A7cach. On the ot erband,



Singer. and Spilerman, (1974; 1976) have reared in detail

.35

he difficulties 7

panel analysis with categorical dependent .variables. We mainly review these

to emphasize that they-are either absent or much less serious with event-

,h ry analysis.

Crosssectional Analysis
.

.

CrOss-seCtional data give the state that each member of a sample
. ,

.

refoccupies at a particulaf time t. Earlier 7e referred to the unconditional

probability of- being, in a state j at time t as the state probability,
C

Given n possible States, there are Only (n-1) unique state piebabilities

since thed probabilities must. sum to-unity, But in general, there are

.n(n71) Unique transition rates. Because ft(n-1) > (n-1) for n 1, it is

immediately obvious that cross - sectional analysis does not allow alb. parameters

of a model to be identified unlesswe can specify

rates, either on theoretical gro ds

the transition'

priori knowledge With event-

history analySis'we_can esti to all pargmete-- So eVOntbistory analysis

is Clearly preferable to crosssectional analysis if we wish to understand

the process fully or to predict other outcomes.

Under cdrtain Eircumstanceslhowever, cross-sectional.analysis can supply

7

useful information about the proc 'ess generating events: It is worthwhile

identifyingthesecondtions. We begin- by considering the situation in which

the process has been operating a comparatively long tirn so that
m%

the distribution
_p.

of the population across states is in equilibrium. Fo

state case

concreteness we again.

Since the rates,
1

r_
2

and
21'

cannot be negative, the two-state Odel

implies that the, probabilities of beidg in each state eventually .reach
.

so-called steady- state, values:



1 1 ÷

. 12 %1-11r
e-

''- 1/(1 ea x 821x
12 -21

e +e

(46)

Of course Individuals continue to Mange from one state to_the other. That
;

is; the model implies:a:. equilibrium-probability distribution orb
t

the ;aggregate

level; it neither assumes nor implies equill the individual. ieve,

Note that

in

where
112 . -21 212'

For elca.

the log of the odds of beiniinnmarried'7(rather than arried).*is lineai- in X.'
.. .... .,

Equation (48) is the usu'al form of a binary ittgit model (Hen son, 1944;
- .

-e
e (47)o

(48

this-model implies this in the steady-state,.

Theil, 1969, 1970), and if all members of X are dummy variables, then it

is just a special case-df' Goodman's (1972) log-linear model of the odds

ratio. Thus, when a population i-' equilibrium, logit (or log- linear

analysis of cross - sectional data tells us the difference in the. effects of

39



variables cia Note that "no effect" of_ a Variabae

s can be due to itSequal effects

taken as evidence that-a variablelarea.: T114- s, l should -nnoo

irrevelant to the p ecess, only

state,diStribuc#11A

there

model and 'mul

at it has no net effect on the steady-

a-simiier,cnection betweenon the general, n°state ricov
1

.. t

inomial 1 naaxys ? Unfortunately, the answer n,_ This
:.

.

case. Consider lei p1(co)jp2(c0).for the

ich we have used in Our empirical

are zero

"attrites'" they do have a finiteatio.

ession on the right-hand side' is quite plicated and substitution'

ions like (3b) does pot produce any hingreSembling'

`'gener i.e., attrition rates for married and dn arried.WOMen

logit model

then..(49) does simplify ,to (48))

1

However, an impuft.tant class of Markov models-- eneraI bifth and death.
=

modelsde have a tea state .distribution that has `th-...!orm of-a

multinom In these-models states can be ordere

there. can g !,'only transitions between neighboring states .(e.g.

:three-state model transitions from I tb 3 and frbm 3 to I are impossible)

Then, for example', in a three-state model with ordered states, eqUations

-and (48) continue to apply, and in addition:

40
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(50)

y 3X (51)

A

The similarit-9, in form of (52) to. (47) and (50) means that there are no

clues cress-sectional data to teil.ps how order the states. This

,

must be done n theoretical grounds - -or else we must have event-history

data, which do permit us to observe what hinds of transitions can occur.

(52)

But, if we do: now the order of.stares in a general birth and death model, cross-

sectional mul-Wmial logit anglysis does let us make conclusionebout the net

variable on transition rates between st,stes.

So far we have considerdd he situation in which the stem is in

'equilibrium. We have indicated that in the,s eady---ate, the-log of the

odds of being in one state rather than another h .sa very simple form if

states can be ordered. On the Other hand; if the steady -state has not

been reached, then the log of the odds of being inone state rather than

another is a very complicated function of time, the transition rates, and

the initial conditionseven for the very simple two -state Le, This

can be seen by forming the ratio of the right-hand sideS of equations (26) .

and (27).
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Suppose we perform cross - sectional analysis at two,successive time

points and determine that variables have very' different effects. We

cannot be c rta.in what to conclude. Has the underlying process changed - -that

is,has the relationship between variables and transition rates altered?

Or has the systemjust moved closer to its ultimate steady-state value ?a.

Without some fouui of temporal analysis we cannot answer these questions.

Social scientists have beinsowedded to crops- sectional analysis that

they seldom seem to reflect on the likelihood that equilibrium exists or

new .kfillibriumon the length of time required for a system to reach-a

following some intervention or structural upheaval e suspect that in

most cases inertia greatly slows the speed with which social systems reach

equilibria. We note-that the equilibrium assumption implicit in sociological

theories prominent a few decades ago functionalism) began

to,be attacked more than a decade ago. But these criticisms have barely

begun to penetrate sociological methodology.

We will mike our discussion of this issue more concrete by referring

to our empire' al'- illustration. Many analysts faced with data

like ours:Might.zonduct some sort of logic analysis that asaiiuies that

equilibriUrris reached within the experimental period. But can we expect

the steady-state probability distribution of marital status to be approached

during the 3 or 5 years of the experimental period? As social experiments

go, BI/DIME is long, so it might seem that this would happen. However,

according to the models we'have discussed, how l.ng ft takes to approach a

new steady-state (say, to within .01 of its ultimate value) depends on both

preexperimental and experimental rates of marital status change. Our results

imply that SIME/DIME is much too short for the steady-state to Wapproached

during the experimental period.
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Marriage and dissolution rates' are approgimately equal to annual

probabilities of forming and dissolving

40

iage, respectively.
12

Among

SIB /Dl's participants, who have incomes below the U.S. median, both rates

are somtwhathigher than in- the overall U.S. population. In the environment

facing the'contrOLgroup, r12 = .10 and r21 = .05 are fairly typical.13,

If an aggregate-level equilibrium exists at the beginning of the experiment,

the initial probability of being unmarried iS .05/(4 - .333. This

is close to the observed proportion of unmarried women among the control
. ,

group at the beginaing of SIME/DIME (see Figure ) .

analyses reported in Section II indicate that for whites SIME/DIME

has a negligible effect on marriage rates, but-roughly doubles the dissolution

rate of those on most treatments. If the dissolution rate under incor

Maintenance is twice that of the controls, i.e., r21 = .10, then according to

the two-state model the equilibrium probability of being unmarried under

income maintenance is .10/(.10 + .10) .50. Thus, the model predicts that

under such conditions, the proportion of unmarried women in the population

would eventually increase about 50% above its pre - income maintenance

value (from .333 to .500). However, the proportion of unmarried women

would only increase by about (Dz+, or about 13%, in the 'first two years

(see Figure 2), and by about .09, or about 26%, in the first five years. It

would take nearly 19 years to be within .01 of the steadystate proportion. If

data on marital status of participants at any point during the 3 to 5 years of

experiment are analyzed cross sectionally, the ultimate effect of income

maintenance will be greatly underestimated. As we mentioned earlier, the

observed curves for support levels in Figure 2 do not suggest that a plateau

or equilibrium has been reached within the first two years.

4 3
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The only way to deCide whether a system is in equilibrium is to

collect data over time and to analyze it dynamically--that is, in a way

that lets us study the time path of change in the phenomenon.

Event-count Analysis

There have been a number of sociological studies that analyze the number of

times a particular event occurs in some time period. For example, Spilerman (1970:

analyzed the number of riots per city during the mid-sixties. We refer to

this type of analysis as event-count analysis. We suspect that a number of

surveys have asked such questions as "How many times have you been married?"

and "How many times have you been divorced?" Howeer, we are not aware of

any event-count analyses in sociology where counts of more than one type of event

are analyzed within a single model.

Given the assumptions of a 'Iarkov model we can derive expressions fod

the expected number of different types of events in 4ome time interval. For

example, for the two- and three -state models discussed in,this paper,

derived the expressions given in equations (31). through (3). These

equations, combined with observed data on the counts of different types of

events, permit transition rates to be estimated by a nonlinear regression

approach. That is, we can estimate rates - -or the causal effects of variables

on rates--by minimizing the sum over all units of the squared deviation between

the observed count of events for each unit and that predicted by the model.

This approach, which we have not yet used, has one inherent limitation: we

know of no theorem (comparable to the Gauss-Markov theorem in linear

regression analysis) that estimators obtained in this way will have optical

statistical properties--even in an infinite sample.

444
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,Maximum likelihood estimators` typically have optimal asymptotic properties.,.

But to perform maximum likel o_d estimation we must know the probability mass

function for the cbunt of evnts. To the best of our knowledge, the expression

for, this funttion has not yet en derived for a general n-state Markov model.

In fact, it is not even clear th =r such an expression can be written in closed

form for a general n-state model. The probability mass functipn foI the number

of events can, of course, be written explicitly for certain special cases (e.g., a

Poisson model), but it is mathematically intractable even for the two- and three-

state models used in the illustrations in this paper.

Given these difficulties, it seems obvious that event-history analysis is

preferable to event -count analysis. Nevertheless, event-count analysis deserves

further study. Under some circumstances, event counts either already exist or

are feasible to collect, while event histories or panel data cannot be obtained.-

Panel:Analysis

Panel data, which record the states occupied by members of a sample at

a series of discrete points in time, are the, temporal data comuonly

available to sociologists. Singer and Spilerman (1974; 1976) have identi ed

the following problems regarding estimation of transition rates in a general
4

14
n-state Markov model from panel data.-

First, sometimes panel data on categorical, variabl cannot be embedded

in--that is, described by--a Markov process. Moreover, sampling variability

and measurement e can cause panel data to be unembeddable even though-they

are truly generated by a Markov process. Second, even though the panel

data may be describable by a Markov process, there may not-be a unique matrix
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of transition rates that describe the data. Furthermore, the-different

matrices Obtained in the nonunique cases may suggest substantially different

qualitative conclusions. (See, for example, Singer and Spilerman, 1976, p.

Neither embeddability nor uniqueness is a problem in event-history analysis

because maximum likelihood estimators based on such data give unique

estimates of rates--or of causal effects on rates.

Third, Singer and Spilerman (1976, pp. 44-48) note that s all changes

in an observed matrix of transition probabilities'(due to sampling

0. I

variability or measurement error) can sometimes lead to very marked

changes in estimates of transition rates. This is clearly undesirable.

On the other hand, in our experience in analyzing event histories, given a

moderately large sample, fairly substantial errors in records on the

occurence or timing of events do not qualitatively alter estimated patterns

of causal effects of variables can transition rates.
15

Insensitivity to

sampling and eminent error is, _we believe, an -important advantage of

event - history analysis. Because such errors are'uu voidable, the sensitivity

issue clea ly deserves further study--in both panel and event-history

analysis.

Fourth, estimation of transition rates from panel data is also sensitive

to the length of the time interval between waves of the panel. When the

time interval is large, each of the matrix of transition probabilities

4 6
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Approaches the steady-state probability distribution. (See-, for example,

equations (8) through (12)). In this situation there are only (n-1) unique

transition probabilities, rather than n( -1). This means that the data

contain no more information than cross- sectional data. On the other hand,

if.the time interval between waves of the panel is very short, almost all

members of the sample will be in their original state. This is not -very

informative, either. With event-history analysis the length of the observation

period cannot be too long. It can be too short--if no event has occurred.

However, Tuma and Hannan (1978) have shown that with samples that are mode

in size, rates can be estimated well if as few as ten percent of the sample

have had an event. We have not seen comparable results based on panel analysis,

but we suspect that it does not perform as well.

Fifth, we know of no way of estimating parameters a general n-state,

Markov model from panel data when transition rates are functions of exogenous

variables, as is almost always the case in problems of interest to sociolo-

gists. Singer and Spilerman (1974) have reported some work on estimating

parameters from panel data generated by a mixture of Markov processes, when the

mixture is described by some specified probability distribution. This work

is helpful, but it still doe permit causal inferences to be made. As

we have shown, causal relationships are easily studied with event - history

analysis.

A sixth problem with panel analysis concerns the ability to study

and detect time-dependence in the process generating events. This appears

6' to present a very difficult problem for panel analysis. As we have indicated,

various kinds of time - dependence can readily be-investigated through event-

history analysis.
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Conclusions

Our conclusions are very Simple. Event histories provideich

.opportunities fo,r answering fundamental sociological questions. We have

shown how to analyze event, histories when data are generated by a wells

behaved stochastic-process. The procedures we have outlined
1

of causal effects on the rates at which events occur and

pe it analysis

-f X'ime-dependence

in such iate$:.' These procedures are simple to implement, and in our ern riCal

applicatiod they yield good predi ns about a variety of Observable variables.

Event-history analysis offers substantial advantages over other co=on

-approaches to 'the study of causal effects' on changes in qualitative variables.

Since. -in many situations it is no more difficult to 'obtain infOrmation

on the timing of events than the count of events, we urge that sociologists

begin td'ddillett and analyze such data.
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ashington or Colorado or

2
A simultaneous. linear equations model might appear to be one alternative.

However, the same exbgetous variableS appear in every equation, leading to

underidentifica ion of the s _uctdral parameters.

3_
For a more thorough discussion, see Co Jand Miller, 1965; Feller, 1968;

Karlin and Taylor. 1975; or any other standard text on stochastic proces6es.
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Mathematically these assumptions can be expressed as:

5
Equations (8) throughs(12)

0 < p. u,t) 1
jk

k(u,t) 1

P I

apply to a general threestate model,

one in which r and r are greater than zero.

6
As mentioned by an anonymous referee, we could have chosen to model

7

and m_ r Jr.) rather than r
jk

as functions of exogenous variables.
ik it(

The choice involves a decision about the substantive nature of the process;

It is not just a methodological issue. The awroach suggested by the

referee, which has also been advocated by Tuma (1976) and by Singer and

Spilerman (1974)- s appropriate when the decision to leave the currant

state and the choice of a destination are separate or se ential. In the

example used in this paper, it seems reasonable to think that the decision

to leave.a state and the choice of a destination are not separate; therefore,

we have not adopted this other approach. For other social processes it may,
V

indeed, be preferable to model r, and m, separately. The method Of
jk

estimation and accompanying_ software described below can readily be used

to estimate r e-- from data on the dates of entering and leaving state j.

A FORTRAN computer program called RATE has been developed to find the

maximum likelihood estimates of parameters in Equations (36), (37), and

(43), among other0; Written documentation, test data and test output are

also available. For information, write the first author.
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For our definition of marriage and marital dissolution, see'llannan, Tuma,

and Groeneveld, 1977.

9_-The same-problem axis t In regression analysis when dummy iablet

are used to represeqt a categorical variabl . One categor

omitted to achieveidentification;.the one chosen affects the interpre-

tation of coefficients of the included dummy variables but does not

predictionsaffect predictions of the depen -nt variable

The rate Of the control group may vary over time because of agin

trends, .etc.

secular

11A,
-thOlIgh these papers do not explicity mention attrition as a third

stare,

here.

the, actual estimation procedures were the same at those reported

-If there is no attrition, the probability of a change in marital status,

before t is 1 exp[ -r. (See equation (17)). Pty a Taylor. expansion

this is 'approxi ately 1 - [1 -

of a change is approximately

= r t.
jk

yen t = 1, the probability

13
These numbers are obtained by rounding off the crude proportion of cd tttrols

14

who marry (if initi-lly unmarried) or end their marriage ially

married) in the first year of the experiment.

Some of these problems do not arise in L -ain special-cases, For example,

the first, second and fifth problems ment oned below do not occur for the

two-state model.
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We used this -eature in Hannan, Mina, and Groeneveld (1976)- to eliminate

the possibility that effects of income maintenance tredtment on the `' a.te-

marital dissolution were due to attrition bias. Our unpublished-Monte

Carlo studies show that random error in the timing of events has surpris-

ingly small effects thefA4ality of maximum kelihood estimators of

reeds obtained from event history analysis:-



Table £ .Ufects of Variables on Rates of Marital Stat1_is Change and Attriti n of White Women:

me7Inclepo1dent.:,Medel.1

Jul Attrition of

variables DLolution k Married:Women

$3800 ,Support Level

$4800 upport Level

$5600 Support Level

Three-year program

Marital'

Formation

1.2]

'1.08

.79 1,01

Normal Income Level:
i.

$0-999

$1,000-2,999

$3,000-4,999

$5,000-6;999

$7,000-8,999

Unclassified

One if on AFDC before enrollment

One if any Children under 6 years

Number of children

Woman's age injeaq

Woman's education `1n-, years

Woman's wage in $/hr.

One-Jf:Denver

t_tistant

.11

..,,

Bo*** 2.52* .31** .82

2.71*** 1.57 .48 .64

2.21*'** .89 .53 .51

1.88** 1.09 .54 .60

1.21.. .62 .65

4,13**4 1.26 .64 1.12

1.54** .85 1.09 .81: '.

M i1.10. 63 .62*

88**. .93 1,20** 1.01

.97**t 1 0 ,t91* 9S***

.97 ..95 1.02 9

1.33** 1,41** 1.05 1.00.

.90 1.85*** .9Z.
1.79*10

Attrition of

Unmarried Women

86

.40**

.64.

Likelihood ratio test for model

(17 d.f.)

7 Likelihood ratio test for exiled-

'Mental effects (4 d. f )

"107.55*** 26,52* 97.87*

18.7 .* 8.03A

Coefficients dte.the M6ltipliers of the rate for a unit change in a variable

iii. exp (0 ), A coefficient of 1.0 means.'the'lariable has no effect.
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me-04end me of Effects of Treatmente on Marital Dissolut on White1.d8 White Women
t

(811376)

Likelihood Ratio

Likelihood Ratio' '' Test (X2) for

Nt_441or TimO=DepAndont

Effects 704 Degrees Effects of Damn
Experimental of Experimental 0f-

Treatments' Freedom Treatments Freedom

ONE-PtR106,

(0 4.40 yes).

$4800 Support Soppor

Three-year Finencial

Treatment ".Treatment

1.57 ,.86 18,, 70*

1111-11810 MODEL

First porid,",,

0-6.5 va6

Second'Per14

(0.5-1.0 yenr)

4.21s 0.4

1.83'

Third Period

(1.01.5 years

Fourth NAV

11.5-2.0 Years)

Il&PLRIEUM

First feuiod

(0-0.5 year)

Second Peilod

(0.5-2.0 year

2.07*

L55. 7k 1 .76

145* 1.14 .68.

1,53, 2.21* 1,50 1.47

33,71 iak 16: 1.

1.96 1.76** 1.35 .86 2.32**

'4:400

1.96***. i:16 i 1.35

P r;
t

Alt equations contain, Either causal variables gNn In Table 1. Coefficients are xp() O indicate thi,multiplIedikdo rare A coefficieinl

of 1.0 if:14111S tile :011)1t) sin no 0I lea .

0.10 p 0.5; 0.65 p > 0.01voi!**(i41)2 p.



Table 3. Observed and Prodietcd Valuc of Arbitrary Outconec..

'Single at tut

*hit-Pt' Z
Married, at tot

41.15tried at tot

Attrited at t=1

Attrited at t=2

.
Narita/ Dissolutions, tol

No. Marital Dissolutions, t-2

. . :

No..' Marrhges, t-1

4 01. Marriages, t.2

. .

sCautinaously Single tot

Continuously Single to t2

Continuously. Married to t.1

!Continuously Married to tq

1911 .109 -.001 .083
t,

1917 .046, .002 .111

1917 ik .686 -.006 .138

705 .848 .004 .069

705 .740 .020 .092

1212 ..885 .016 .022

1212 .768 .017 .044

Our Model

Satp10

Size
Mean Residual R-

Obavd. Mean

1917 .351 -.005 .675

LILL , .350 .002 .500

1917 .598 .011 .631

1917 .540 -.004 419

1917 .050 -.006 .008

1917 .111 .002 .025

1917 .050 -.002 .050

Linear

:1:1811r- Diinl:

.,664
,011

Al .019

.627 .003

.428, .011

.010 .002

.023 .002

.043 .007

.068 .015, .

f.087" .024

.109 .029

.072 ;003

.089 A03

.029 -.007

.045 .001

t ExOfjt for the variables on nulher of marital vows, the 6served variaPes are dummy 0-1) variable,..

There Isere 705 initially single white women arul'1212 initially married white women, giving a total of

1917 white women.
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0,10 p -0.05; 005 p 001; 001
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ire_ ke4hbpd equation like (39) for the model with transition

a arr_trorVone period p to another (43) we need the survivor

function

n -

(m-) .. event) an_ some plater t

is obtained by'solving the analogue of (21):

A
) where u a t

m-1
(the time of the

e, _ < t.' The, survivor function

tju,)S,Z)

(1u,X,Z
-7- p

(Al)

o" /- dG,(tiu,X,E ) /dt, this implies
-9

4.J L..

acing both sides from u to

ln' (A3)

G.(t1u,X,Z (A4)

eliminate . the integral on the right -hanc he express,

Alefine u' and t' aS follows:
p p

0 If T. <u
p P.

periOd

ente After

furs before period p begins



u

T T_

T <T_

f u -< T
, p-1

< T (state. is entered in period p

(state j is entered before period

p begini and-t.oecurs after Period p begins

if T u or
p p-1

state is ehtered.a

period p ;ends or it occurs before period -p begin

T if u < T ate j 'i's entered before period
P.

p ends and t occurs aftet peri p ands)

= t if
p,1

< t < occurs in period p),

-

where T is the end of period p, Wdefined the text. Bsipg these definiti

G.
3

14' )r (X,Z
P p ip

So, snaiOgo s'to 9 we can write the likelihood equation for the model

given by (43) as

(A5)

N co

7- n 7

j=1 i1 m=1

E [r
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